Educational Seminar for Code Officials
Manchester, NH Seminar
Foam Plastic Insulation Provisions of
The Energy Code and Building Code
IBC Code Seminar
We are excited to announce that we have secured a location and date for our first ever
International Building Code Seminar!
It will be held Friday April 7th at the:
Executive Court Banquet Facility
1199 S Mammoth RD
Manchester NH 03109
There will be a special room rate when you contact the Best Western, so make sure to
reference the Building Code Seminar. This will be based of the 2009 Code, but will
cover up to the current 2015 as well and any side notes in the states of
ME,NH,MA,VT,CT,NY! So it's not just for New Hampshire, it covers all the states
mentioned!
We encourage you to invite code officials, energy consultants, and general contractors;
basically any authorities having jurisdiction, or anyone who would benefit from
understanding spray foam and building codes. Our goal is for you get all your code

questions answered, help bring the code officials up to date, and get both the installer
and code official on the same page understanding what is actually required. There is far
too much mis-information and confusion and we want to end all of that!
Attending this will also gain continuing education credits.
We have contracted IBC's top recommended instructor Peter Kulcyk (I can't pronounce
it either).
To learn more about him check out http://greencodeknowledge.com/about/.
The program outline includes a full day 8am-4pm. Breakfast pastries, coffee,
drinks, and a catered lunch will be provided. As you can imagine we have dedicated
a-lot of time and money to be able to offer this to you at no charge. However we do
need a couple of Mandatory things:

1. We need you to RSVP to this email (jeff@sprayfoamsupply.com) no later than
the 24th of March, because we need to have a head count to purchase the
appropriate food and supplies.
Register Here

2. Should you reserve a spot and fail to cancel before MARCH 24th we will be
forced to charge a fee of $100 to cover meals, supplies etc. More importantly,
we don't want to turn people away who want to attend because we held a spot
for someone that didn't show up.
Jeff Bailey
Technical Sales Representative
Spray Foam Distributors of New England
1366 Daniel Webster Highway
Woodstock NH 03262

